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a successful harvest
Delaware potato grower
Chad Pries still uses many
of the same planting and
harvesting techniques his
father and uncle taught him
when he was a teenager. That
traditional approach and
a respect for the land are
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history

the foundation of Chad’s
ongoing success in a highly
competitive market.

Story by Susan Walker, Photos by Susan Walker, Katie Ward and Jodi Pries | From GPS-guided planting systems to
automated soil samplers and optical sensors designed to measure the health of plants,
farmers have a growing number of high-tech tools at their disposal. And while these tools
can be very helpful, Chad Pries still uses and values many of the traditional farming methods
his father and uncle taught him.
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family’s potato farm near Dover Air

Bergold, did a generation ago.” Chad

on the soil. Don’t get on it when it’s wet.

Force Base in Delaware when he was

explains. “Not a lot has changed, and

Over the years, if you take care of the soil,

a teenager, currently has 800 acres in

we’ve always been very successful with

that’s a tremendous help to growing a

Felton, Delaware tilled, with 70 of those

that approach. Up until last year, I used the

good crop.”

acres making up the home farm he

same seed cutter and planter my uncle

purchased in 2002. His primary crop

used in the 1970s. Potato equipment

and harvest potatoes hasn’t changed

is the same one his family has always

is very specialized and overall it hasn’t

a great deal, the market in Delaware

grown, round white potatoes, although

really changed as much as it has for grain

certainly has. As recent as 20 years ago,

he also grows corn and beans as part of

farmers. We still use four-row planters. It’s

there were once 15 growers with 7,000

summer production.

a labor-intensive process. I still believe in

acres of potatoes planted. That number

the old way of thinking—you need to take

has dropped to just six growers with

care of the ground and build up the soil.

1,200 acres planted. Chad adds, “Potatoes

“We’re growing potatoes with an
approach that’s very similar to what my
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While the equipment used to plant

are not an easy game. You’re always
fighting the weather and the markets.

family’s legacy.
“I couldn’t do what I do without my

home farm. Producing a quality product
is the most important thing for me. If you

You’re producing a perishable crop in

father’s advice and help on the farm. I

keep producing the best quality, buyers

a finite market, so if Florida and other

have a ton of respect for my father and

come back to you year after year. When

southern growers get started planting late

uncle’s generation,” Chad says. “They

because of weather, the market could be

worked their tails off. They were good

the trucks are loaded with my potatoes,

flooded when potatoes in Delaware are

farmers. They took care of the ground.

ready to go to market. You have to fight

I learned more from the older guys and

for every inch in this business.”

working hands-on on the farm than I

Chad also has to contend with
fickle spring weather when trying to
get his crop into the ground. The wrong

did in my classes in college. Nothing takes
the place of experience out in those fields.”
While Chad isn’t looking for the next

it’s a very satisfying feeling. But you have
to be all in to be successful. You can’t
dictate the weather or the markets, so you
have to do the best job with the things
you can control. If you grow a healthy,
strong plant and the weather turns, you’re
going to fare better than someone who’s

combination of rain and heat or cold

big thing in potato planting or packing

can damage the growing potatoes,

equipment, he is thinking to the future.

created an average product to begin with.

significantly cutting into yields. Despite

“If there’s something that makes my

As farmers, we all work hard. One thing I

the challenges that potatoes present,

work more efficient and helps produce a

learned from my father and uncle is that

Chad has no interest in switching to a

better product, I will adopt it,” he says. “For

the hard work pays off. It might not pay

different crop and plans to continue his

example, we built a packing shed on the

off right away, but it does pay off.”
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